**FS60**

**Size**
- **<line>** 10 ½”

**Height**
- **<mm>** 5.10

**Accuracy**
- **<per Month>** ±20 sec

**Battery Life**
- 2 years

*60 minutes chronograph operation per day

**Balance Weight**
- Minute 0.40
- Small 0.02
- Chrono Minute 0.026
- Chrono Second 0.035
- Day Hand 0.04

**Clearance**
- Clearance changes subject to the glass, case structure, and the length of the hand.

**Original Package**
- 500 pcs

**Time measurement**

**Accuracy**
The unit (gate) time of measurement must be set at "10 sec." and the measurement must be performed in the form of complete watch.

10 sec  10 sec  10 sec

**Setting the Time**

- **Push “A”** Start and Stop the chronograph
- **Push “B”** Reset the chronograph

**Setting the Date**

- DO NOT set Date between 9:00pm – 1:00am
- DO NOT set Day between 11:00pm – 2:00am
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